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Abstract— Two distributed algorithms to estimate the optimal
control input sequence that solves a finite horizon quadratic
optimization are proposed. The first algorithm utilizes informa-
tion from 2-hop neighbors, whereas the second only considers
1-hop neighbors. The estimates obtained from both algorithms
converge asymptotically, under appropriate assumptions, for
any initialization of the algorithm. For the 2-hop algorithm, we
show that the converged estimate is the optimal solution to the
original optimization problem, while for the 1-hop algorithm
the result is generally a suboptimal solution. We evaluate the
methods with simulations for a leader-follower model predictive
control problem with unstable linear agents dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many engineering applications can benefit when single
agent tasks are replaced by collective actions of coordinated
agents, improving scalability, robustness, and avoiding a
single-point of failure [2]. Examples of such applications
include sensing and localization [22], search and rescue mis-
sions [13], astronomical observations [14], synthetic biology
design [6], and surveillance [4]. However, controlling multi-
agent systems in a distributed fashion brings new practical
and theoretical challenges.

Because of the inherent interaction between agents in these
types of problems, consensus based algorithms have shown
to be a suitable tool for analyzing and designing distributed
algorithms for multi-agent systems. Early works building on
this approach such as [21], [24], and [12] introduced many
important graph theoretical tools, but have mainly considered
simple system dynamics and optimization criteria.

An optimization framework is an attractive way to ex-
plicitly address many practical considerations, such as noise
models and actuators limits that exist in real world appli-
cations. Additionally, it offers desirable properties such as
reduced sensitivity and robustness. Previous relevant works
on distributed optimization for multi-agent systems consider
problems where the agents are collectively minimizing an
overall cost that is the sum of local convex functions [19],
[1]. For problems with constraints, a distributed primal-dual
subgradient method was proposed in [25] for connected and
time varying graph topology. In [20] a similar problem setup
was studied using a consensus-based subgradient method
based on averaging. Local LQR-based algorithms for multi-
agent systems that achieve consensus and are globally opti-
mal for multi-agent systems were introduced in [17].
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Model predictive control provides a reliable framework
for a range of applications, utilizing a dynamical model
of the system and optimizing over a forecast window. An
overview of distributed model predictive control strategies
for various types of engineering problems can be found in
[3]. For multi-agent coordination, most of the results have
considered fully connected networks [9], [18], [15], which
can be overly restrictive in some applications. For a vehicle
formation control problem, [7] established stabilizing results,
but no guarantees that the local performances match the
performance resulting from a centralized implementation are
given. More recently, for general linear systems with input
constraints, [16] proposes algorithms that achieve consensus,
highlighting the interplay between the graph structure and the
system dynamics. A distributed output-feedback model pre-
dictive control that combines simultaneous state estimation
with control computation has been studied in [5] providing
practical consensus results. While most of the results guaran-
tee synchronization or the stability of a predetermined agent
formation, the analysis of the designed distributed algorithm
performance in comparison to a centralized implementation
has been overlooked.

We consider a multi-agent coordination problem where
the objective is to design control inputs for a collection of
agents to follow a single leader. The systems have identical
dynamics, possibly unstable, and only a fraction of them
communicate with the leader. Such agents can represent
devices with identical hardware that are collectively involved
in achieving a coordinated task. In our work, we formulate
the problem as a finite horizon optimization of the type used
in model predictive control [23], where the cost is given by
the sum of local cost functions.

The main contributions of this paper are two iterative
algorithms, in which each agent is assigned a cost function
that it optimizes to compute its own control action. These
algorithms have different cost functions that depend on the
estimates of the control variables of the agents neighbors,
which are obtained through inter-agent communication. In
the first algorithm agents are required to get these estimates
from 2-hop neighbors, whereas the second algorithm requires
less communication, needing only estimates from 1-hop
neighbors.

For the first algorithm, we show that under appropriate
assumptions the local solutions converge to the optimal
solution of the original optimization problem, regardless of
how the algorithm is initialized. For the second algorithm
the estimates generally converge to suboptimal solutions.
Nevertheless, simulations show that the optimality gap is
small and in some cases zero. The proposed methods are



evaluated and compared in simulations for a leader-follower
coordination problem using model predictive control.

This work is related to [8], where the authors presented
a distributed approach for a maximum likelihood estimation
problem. We introduce an alternative approach to the stan-
dard consensus tools described in [21], [12] that can be used
to solve problems related to multi-agent coordination. By
exploiting the inter-agent communication, we guarantee that
a user defined performance criterion is satisfied. Additionally,
by utilizing the optimization and model predictive control
frameworks we benefit from the robustness and reduced
sensitivity properties to unmodeled dynamics and noise.

Structure: This paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II we introduce the problem of leader-follower and set up
the optimization problem. Section III presents a distributed
algorithm that requires 2-hop neighbor information, and
Section IV another algorithm that utilizes 1-hop neighbor
information. Analysis of convergence results are presented
for both algorithms. The algorithms are illustrated with a
model predictive control problem in Section V, and conclud-
ing remarks are given in Section VI.

Notation: Given a vector wi
t P Rn representing a

local variable at agent i P N “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu at time t,
we represent the corresponding time sequence of length T

as wi
t:t`T´1 –

”

wi
t
J

wi
t`1

J
¨ ¨ ¨ wi

t`T´1
J
ıJ

P RTn,
and the overall multi-agent time sequence as wt:t`T´1 –
”

w1
t:t`T´1

J
w2

t:t`T´1
J

¨ ¨ ¨ wN
t:t`T´1

J
ıJ

P RNTn.
The n ˆ n identity matrix is denoted by In, the zero
nˆn matrix by 0n (the subscript will be dropped when the
dimension is clear from context). For a symmetric matrix
A P Rnˆn, we denote by λpAq and λ̄pAq its minimum and
maximum eigenvalues, respectively. We write A ą 0 (A ě 0)
if A is positive (semi) definite. The Kronecker product of two
matrices is denoted by b.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the following linear discrete time multi-agent
dynamical systems

x0
t`1 “ Ax0

t xit`1 “ Axit `Bu
i
t @i P N , t ě 0, (1)

where x0
t P Rnx is the state of the leader agent at time t,

xit P Rnx is the state of the ith follower agent and uit P Rnu

its control input. All agents have identical dynamics defined
by the matrices A P Rnxˆnx and B P Rnxˆnu . The follower
agents are able to exchange their state and control input via
pair-wise communication restricted by an undirected graph
G “ pN , Eq where N “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu is the set of agents
and E Ď N ˆN is the set of edges.

We are interested in designing control inputs uit that use
only local information to achieve synchronization with the
leader, i.e., limtÑ8 }x

i
t ´ x

0
t } “ 0, @i P N .

To study this synchronization problem, we start by defin-
ing the neighborhood tracking error for each agent that we
eventually want to drive to zero as

εit –
ÿ

jPNi

pxjt ´ x
i
tq ` g

ipx0
t ´ x

i
tq,

where gi “ 1 if agent i has access to the leader’s state, and
gi “ 0 otherwise. The dynamics of this error can be written
as,

εit`1 “ Aεit ´ pg
i ` diqBuit `B

ÿ

jPNi

ujt , (2)

where Ni Ă N is the set of neighbors of agent i and di –
|Ni| is the degree of agent i.

Before we present a few strategies for the synchronization
problem we state the following assumption and definition
that will be used in our results.

Assumption 1: The graph G is connected and at least one
follower agent is connected to the leader, i.e., there exists
i P N such that gi “ 1. l

Definition 1: For a leader-follower problem we define the
Augmented Laplacian matrix L̄ P RNˆN of the graph G as

L̄– G`D ´Ad,

where G – diagpg1, g2, . . . , gN q P RNˆN is the ma-
trix that represents the connection to the leader, D –

diagpd1, d2, . . . , dN q P RNˆN the degree matrix, and Ad P

RNˆN the adjacency matrix of G.

Our goal is to compute an optimal control sequence
u˚t:t`T´1 that solves the following optimization

min
ut:t`T´1

Jput:t`T´1; εtq, (3)

with a quadratic criterion of the form Jp¨q –
ř

iPN J ip¨q,
which we specify as

J ipuit:t`T´1; εitq

–
1

2

t`T´1
ÿ

k“t

pεik
J
Qεik ` u

i
k

J
Ruikq `

1

2
εit`T

J
Qfε

i
t`T

“
1

2
pεit`1:t`T

JQεit`1:t`T `u
i
t:t`T´1

JRuit:t`T´1 ` ε
i
t

J
Qεitq

(4)

where Q P Rnxˆnx , Qf P Rnxˆnx , and R P

Rnuˆnu are positive definite weighting matrices, and
Q – diagp

“

Q ¨ ¨ ¨ Q Qf

‰

q P RTnxˆTnx , R –

diagp
“

R R ¨ ¨ ¨ R
‰

q P RTnuˆTnu . This optimization is
to be solved subject to the dynamic constraints in (2) for all
i P N .

In a model predictive control application, the terminal cost
defined by the matrix Qf would be selected to guarantee
asymptotic stability [23], but this term could also be omitted
when the horizon is sufficiently long [10].

Lemma 1: Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then (3) has
a unique global minimum u˚t:t`T´1 that is a solution to

pL̄2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqu˚t:t`T´1

´ pL̄b pBJQAqqεt “ 0, (5)



and the value of the minimum is given by

J˚ – Jpu˚t:t`T´1; εtq “
1

2
εJt pIN b pAJQA`Qqqεt

´
1

2
εJt pL̄b pAJQBqqpL̄2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq´1 (6)

pL̄b pBJQAqqεt,

where A P RTnxˆnx and B P RTnxˆTnu ,

A –

»

—

—

—

–

A
A2

...
AT

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, B –

»

—

—

—

–

B 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
AB B ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

...
...

. . .
...

AT´1B AT´2B ¨ ¨ ¨ B

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. l

Proof. The closed form expression for the optimal control
input sequence can be obtained by computing the first order
optimality condition of the problem in (3). For that, we first
write the dynamics for a sequence of tracking error of length
T obtained from the local dynamics in (2)

εit`1:t`T “ Aεit´pgi`diqBuit:t`T´1`B
ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1. (7)

Then, by incorporating (7) into the cost function (4) we have
that

Jput:t`T´1; εtq “
1

2

ÿ

iPN

“

εit
J
pAJQA`Qqεit

` uit:t`T´1

J
ppgi ` diq2BJQB `Rquit:t`T´1

` p
ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1q
J
pBJQBqp

ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1q

´ 2pgi ` diqεit
J
pAJQBquit:t`T´1

´ 2pgi ` diqp
ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1q
J
BJQBuit:t`T´1

` 2εit
JAJQBp

ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1q
‰

.

By concatenation of the agents states and control inputs we
obtain the compact form

Jput:t`T´1; εtq “
1

2
εJt pIN b pAJQA`Qqqεt

´ εJt pL̄b pAJQBqqut:t`T´1 (8)

`
1

2
uJt:t`T´1pL̄

2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqut:t`T´1.

The optimal control input sequence u˚t:t`T´1 that solves (3)
satisfies the first order optimality condition

∇ut:t`T´1
Jput:t`T´1; εtq

ˇ

ˇ

ut:t`T´1“u˚
t:t`T´1

“ 0,

from which we obtain (5).
To prove uniqueness we show that L̄2bpBJQBq`INbR

is positive definite and therefore invertible. From Assump-
tion 1 we have that the graph is connected, resulting in the
vector of 1s being the only eigenvector corresponding to the
null eigenvalue of the positive semidefinite matrix D ´ Ad.
Since at least one follower is connected to the leader, then
G has at least one positive element in its diagonal. Hence,
L̄ ą 0 and so is L̄2. From the positive definiteness of the

weights in the cost function, we have that BJQB ě 0, and
we conclude that L̄2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR ą 0.

The optimal control sequence is then

u˚t:t`T 1́“pL̄
2 b pBJQBq`INbRq 1́pL̄b pBJQAqqεt, (9)

for which the minimum cost in (6) is obtained from a direct
substitution of (9) in (8).

III. 2-HOP LOCAL OPTIMIZATION

For each i P N , consider the following optimization that
is local to agent i

min
ui
t:t`T´1

J̄ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε
´i1
t , u´i1

t:t`T´1, u
´i2
t:t`T´1q, (10)

subject to the dynamic constraint in (2) for agent i and for
every agent ` P Ni. The local cost functions are of the form
J̄ ip¨q– J ip¨q `

ř

`PNi
J`p¨q, with function J ip¨q defined as

in (4).
The parameters to the optimization are: the local tracking

error εit; the set of tracking errors associated with the 1-hop
neighbors of i denoted by ε´i1

t – tε`t : ` P Niu; the control
input sequence from the 1-hop neighbors u´i1

t:t`T´1; and the
set of control input sequences from 2-hop neighbors denoted
by u´i2

t:t`T´1 – tu`t:t`T´1 : ` P
Ť

jPNi
NjztNi Y iuu.

It is important to note that uit:t`T´1 is the optimization
variable for (10), but the optimization criterion also depends
on the tracking error of the 1-hop neighbor and the control
input sequences from 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of i which
can be viewed as optimization parameters. This dependence
arises from the fact that we constraint the local and the
neighbor’s state sequences to be, a priori, a solution of (2).
This observation will become evident below.

Denoting by ūi˚t:t`T´1 the local optimal control input
sequence that solves (10), the first order optimality condition
for the optimization in (10) results in

∇ui
t:t`T´1

J̄ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε
´i1
t , u´i1

t:t`T´1, u
´i2
t:t`T´1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ui
t:t`T´1

“ūi˚
t:t`T´1

“ 0

ñ ppgi ` diq2BJQB `Rqūi˚t:t`T´1

´ pgi ` diqBJQB
ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t`T´1 ´ pg
i ` diqpBJQAqεit

`
ÿ

`PNi

“

BJQB
ÿ

jPN`

ujt:t`T´1 (11)

´ pg` ` d`qBJQBu`t:t`T´1 ` BJQAε`t
‰

“ 0.

All the conditions (11), one for each agent i P N , can be
expressed in vector form as

∇ut:t`T´1
J̄put:t`T´1; εtq

ˇ

ˇ

ut:t`T´1“ū˚
t:t`T´1

–

”

∇ui
t:t`T´1

J̄ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε
´i1
t , u´i1

t:t̀ T´1, u
´i2
t:t̀ T´1q

ı
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ut:t̀ T 1́

“ū˚
t:t̀ T 1́

“ 0

ñ pL̄2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqū˚t:t`T´1

´ pL̄b pBJQAqqεt “ 0. (12)

This expression is the same as the one obtained in (5), which
means that if all agents simultaneously optimize (10) they
will be able to find the global optimum to (3).



A. Distributed Algorithm

For our first algorithm, we assume that each agent is
able to store estimates of each of its neighbors optimal
solution and re-transmit them to their 1-hop neighbors. In
practice, this means that each agent has available the delayed
values of the control sequence of their 1-hop and 2-hop
neighbors and could therefore solve (10) based on these
estimates. This leads to the following iterative algorithm,
where ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pmq should be viewed as an estimate of
ūi˚t:t`T´1, at iteration m of the algorithm.

Algorithm 1: [2-hop distributed optimization ]
At every agent i P N and for a given tolerance σ,

1) Set m “ 0, initialize local estimates ˆ̄uit:t`T´1p0q
randomly and broadcast to neighbors.

2) Increment m and initialize ˆ̄uit:t`T´1p1q randomly.
3) Broadcast ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pmq and ˆ̄ujt:t`T´1pm´1q @j P Ni

to neighbors.
4) Compute the next estimate ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pm ` 1q as the

solution to

min
ui
t:t̀ T 1́

J̄ ipuit:t̀ T 1́; εit,ε
í1
t , ˆ̄u í1

t:t̀ T 1́pmq, ˆ̄u
´i2
t:t̀ T 1́pm´1qq

subject to the dynamics in (2) for i, and ` P Ni.
5) If }ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pm ` 1q ´ ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pmq} ă σ stop,

otherwise increment m and return to Step 3. l

To study the convergence of the estimates obtained
from Algorithm 1 we treat the evolution of the estimates,
ˆ̄uit:t`T´1pmq, @i P N as a dynamical system. The opti-
mization solved at Step 4 satisfies the following first order
optimality condition

ppgi ` diq2BJQB `Rqˆ̄uit:t`T´1pm` 2q

´ pgi ` diqBJQB
ÿ

jPNi

ˆ̄ujt:t`T´1pm` 1q

´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit `
ÿ

`PNi

“

pBJQBqp
ÿ

jPN`

ˆ̄ujt:t`T´1pmqq

´ pg` ` d`qBJQB ˆ̄u`t:t`T´1pm` 1q ` BJQAε`t
‰

“ 0

and for every agent we write this condition in the following
vector form

ppG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqˆ̄ut:t`T´1pm` 2q

´ ppAdpG`Dq

` pG`DqAdq b pBJQBqqˆ̄ut:t`T´1pm` 1q

`pA2
d b pBJQBqqˆ̄ut:t̀ T 1́pmq´pL̄b pBJQAqqεt“0. (13)

The following result presents a sufficient condition for the
convergence of the iterations given by (13).

Theorem 1: Consider the Algorithm 1 with dynamics
given by (13). Assume that R “ ρITnu

where ρ ą |λppG`
Dq2´A2

dqλ̄pBJQBq| and suppose that Assumption 1 holds.
Then the local estimates converge to the optimal solution in
(9), i.e., limmÑ8 ˆ̄ut:t`T´1pmq “ u˚t:t`T´1. l

The following lemma addresses the stability of second
order systems of difference equation like (13).

Lemma 2: Consider the following second order dynamical
system,

Axpm` 2q ´Bxpm` 1q ` Cxpmq ´ d “ 0, (14)

where x, d P Rn, and A,B,C P Rnˆn. Assume that: (A1)
A´B`C ą 0, (A2) A`B`C ą 0; (A3) A ą 0, C ě 0, and
A´C ą 0. Then x˚ – pA´B`Cq´1d is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium point. l

Proof of Lemma 2. From (A1) we obtain the unique equilib-
rium x˚. Further, we have that the second order system in
(14) is equivalent to the following first order system

wpm` 1q “

„

0n In
´A´1C A´1B



wpmq `

„

0
A´1d



, (15)

where wpmq P R2n. To show stability, we investigate
the eigenvalues of the system matrix in (15). Let v –
“

vJ1 vJ2
‰J

and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector and eigen-
values pair of the system matrix. Then,
„

0n In
´A´1C A´1B

 „

v1

v2



“ λ

„

v1

v2



ñ pλ2A´ λB ` Cqv1 “ 0 ñ vJ1 pλ
2A´ λB ` Cqv1 “ 0

ô λ2vJ1 Av1 ´ λv
J
1 Bv1 ` v

J
1 Cv1 “ 0.

Defining F pλq– λ2vJ1 Av1 ´ λv
J
1 Bv1 ` v

J
1 Cv1, we obtain

from the Jury stability test the following sufficient conditions
for the eigenvalues to be inside the unit circle (i) F p1q ą 0
(ii) F p´1q ą 0 (iii) vJ1 Av1 ą |v

J
1 Cv1|. Note that (i) F p1q “

vJ1 Av1 ´ v
J
1 Bv1 ` v

J
1 Cv1 and from (A1), F p1q ą 0. From

(A2) it follows that (ii) F p´1q “ vJ1 Av1`v
J
1 Bv1`v

J
1 Cv1 ą

0. Finally, (A3) implies that (iii) vJ1 Av1 ą |v
J
1 Cv1|, which

concludes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem is a direct application of
Lemma 2 to (13) and it suffices to show that the assumptions
(A1)-(A3) hold true. We start with (A1),

pG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR
´ pAdpG`Dq̀ pG`DqAdq b pBJQBq `A2

d b pBJQBq
“ pG`D ´Adq

2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR
“ L̄2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR.

From the discussion in Lemma 1 about the uniqueness of
the optimal control input sequence, we conclude that L̄2 b

pBJQBq ` IN bR ą 0 and (A1) holds.
Next, we consider (A2), where the corresponding matrix

expression reads

pG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR
` pAdpG`Dq`pG`DqAdq b pBJQBq`A2

d b pBJQBq
“ pG`D `Adq

2 b pBJQBq ` In bR.

Since Q ą 0, we have that BJQB ě 0. Also, G`D`Ad is
symmetric with real eigenvalues, then pG`D ` Adq

2 ě 0.
Therefore pG`D`Adq

2bpBJQBq`InbR ą 0 and (A2)
holds.

Finally for (A3), we have that pG`Dq2bpBJQBq`INb
R ą 0 since G`D ą 0 and BJQB ě 0. Also since Ad is



symmetric, then A2
d ě 0, and we have that A2

dbpBJQBq ě
0. Finally for the last inequality of (A3) we have that the
corresponding matrix expression reads

pG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR´A2
d b pBJQBq

“ ppG`Dq2 ´A2
dq b pBJQBq ` IN bR. (16)

Let λ be an eigenvalue of (16). Then,

λ ě λppG`Dq2 ´A2
dqλ̄pBJQBq ` ρ ą 0,

where the last inequality follows from the assumption of the
theorem on the weight of the control input.

IV. 1-HOP LOCAL OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we consider local optimizations that could
be solved with 1-hop neighbor information, rather than the
2-hop information required by Algorithm 1. For each i P N ,
we now consider the following local optimization

min
ui
t:t`T´1

J̃ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u
´i1
t:t`T´1q, (17)

subject to the dynamics in (2) for agent i, where the local
cost functions are given by J̃ ip¨q– J ip¨q as defined in (4).

Note that uit:t`T´1 is still the optimization variable for
the local problem defined in (17), but the solution to this
problem now only depends on the local tracking error εit
and on the variables u´i1

t:t`T´1 that are associated with the
1-hop neighbors of i.

Denoting by ũi˚t:t`T´1 the solutions to (17), the first-order
optimality condition for (17) is

∇ui
t:t`T´1

J̃ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u
´i1
t:t`T´1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ui
t:t`T´1“ũi˚

t:t`T´1

“ 0

ñppgi`diq2BJQB`Rqũi˚t:t̀ T 1́´pg
i`diqBJQB

ÿ

jPNi

ujt:t̀ T 1́

´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit “ 0, (18)

and all the conditions (18), one for each agent i P N , can
be expressed in vector form as

∇ut:t`T´1
J̃put:t`T´1; εtq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ut:t`T´1“ũ˚
t:t`T´1

–

”

∇ui
t:t`T´1

J̃ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u
´i1
t:t`T´1q

ı
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ut:t`T´1“ũ˚
t:t`T´1

“ 0

ñ pppG`DqL̄q b pBJQBq ` IN bRqũ˚t:t`T´1

´ ppG`Dq b pBJQAqqεt “ 0. (19)

Unlike the 2-hop algorithm, these first order optimality
conditions for the local optimization (17) now differ from the
global optimality conditions in (5). However, the following
result shows that (19) still has a unique solution.

Proposition 1: Assume that Assumption 1 holds and let
R “ ρITnu

, ρ ą 0. Then the optimal control sequence
obtained from solving (17) is unique and equal to

ũ˚t:t`T´1 “ pppG`DqL̄q b pBJQBq`IN bRq´1

ˆ ppG`Dq b pBJQAqqεt. (20)

Proof. The proof is similar to that found in Lemma 1
and it suffices to show that the eigenvalues of pG ` DqL̄

are positive. Let v and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector and
eigenvalue pair of pG`DqL̄. Then,

pG`DqL̄v “ λv ô L̄v “ λpG`Dq´1v

ñ
vJL̄v

vJpG`Dq´1v
“ λ ą 0,

where the inequality comes from the fact that L̄ ą 0 and
G ` D ą 0. Finally, we have that (20) follows from (19).

Remark 1: For the “cheap control” case, i.e., R “ 0nu
,

and under the assumption that the matrix B is full column
rank, one can show that (20) minimizes (8). This also
happens in the case when ρ Ñ 8, R “ ρInu

. In general,
between these extremes (20) yields a suboptimal result, but
as we see in the simulations, the optimality gap is often
small. l

A. Distributed Algorithm

The local costs in (17) are the basis for the follow-
ing algorithm that only requires 1-hop information, where
ˆ̃uit:t`T´1pmq should be viewed as an estimate of ũi˚t:t`T´1

computed at iteration m.
Algorithm 2: [1-hop distributed optimization]

At every agent i P N and for a given tolerance σ,
1) Set m “ 0 and initialize local estimates ˆ̃uit:t`T´1p0q

randomly.
2) Broadcast ˆ̃uit:t`T´1pmq to neighbors.
3) Compute the next estimate ˆ̃uit:t`T´1pm ` 1q as the

solution to

min
ui
t:t`T´1

J̃ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u
´i1
t:t`T´1pmqq

subject to the dynamics in (2) for i.
4) If }ˆ̃uit:t`T´1pm ` 1q ´ ˆ̃uit:t`T´1pmq} ă σ stop,

otherwise increment m and return to Step 2. l

Similarly to the previous section, we revisit the first order
optimality condition to investigate the convergence of the
estimates computed using Algorithm 2.

At each iteration of the algorithm we have that the
following equation must be satisfied

ppgi ` diq2BJQB `Rqˆ̃uit:t`T´1pm` 1q

´pgi`diqBJQB
ÿ

jPNi

ˆ̃ujt:t`T´1pmq´pg
i ` diqpBJQAqεit “ 0

or, in vector form for every agent,

ppG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqˆ̃ut:t`T´1pm` 1q

´ pppG`DqAdq b pBJQBqqˆ̃ut:t`T´1pmq

´ ppG`Dq b pBJQAqqεt “ 0 (21)

The next theorem establishes the convergence of the
iterations given by (21).

Theorem 2: Consider Algorithm 2 with dynamics given
by (21) and let Assumption 1 hold. Then the local estimates
of the optimal control converge to (20). l



The following lemma addresses the stability of first order
systems of a difference equation similar to (21).

Lemma 3: Consider the following discrete time system

Axpm` 1q ´Bxpmq ´ c “ 0

where x, c P Rn A,B P Rnˆn. Let A ą 0. If 2A ˘ pB `
BJq ą 0, then the system is asymptotically stable.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let v and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector
and eigenvalue pair of A´1B. Then,

A´1Bv “ λv ô Bv “ λAv

ñ
vJBv

vJAv
“ λô

vJpB `BJqv

vJ2Av
“ λ.

From the condition on the lemma, we have that |λ| ă 1, and
the state asymptotically converges to x˚ – pA ´ Bq´1c.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is a direct application of
Lemma 3 to the system in (21). We first note that pG`Dq2b
pBJQBq ` IN bR ą 0. To check if the matrix inequality
holds we write

2ppG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq
´ ppAdpG`Dq ` pG`DqAdq b pBJQBqq

“ pL̄pG`Dq ` pG`DqL̄q b pBJQBq ` 2IN bR ą 0,

where the inequality follows from the discussion in Proposi-
tion 1, where we concluded that the eigenvalues of pG`DqL̄
are positive and BJQB ě 0. To show that

2ppG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq
` ppAdpG`Dq ` pG`DqAdq b pBJQBqq

“ ppAd`G`DqpG`Dq

` pG`DqpAd`G`Dqq b pBJQBq ` IN bR

is positive definite, we use the fact that the eigenvalues of
pAd ` G ` DqpG ` Dq are positive and that BJQB ě 0.

V. EXAMPLE

We now illustrate our algorithms to solve optimizations
associated with a model predictive control problem of the
form of (3). At each time-step t, we execute Algorithms 1
and 2 until convergence to obtain a finite horizon optimal
control input sequence. From this sequence we utilize only
the first value of control input and repeat this process at the
next time step.

For this problem, we generate random connected graphs
with arbitrary number of nodes and topology. We use one
such graph with 10 follower agents, where only one of them
is connected to the single leader agent. The maximum node
degree in this graph is 3.

We consider the synchronization of an unstable third order
linear systema like (1) with

A “

»

–

2 0 1
0 1 1
1 ´2 1

fi

fl , B “

»

–

1
1
0

fi

fl .

The initial state for each agent is initialized randomly and
we select the weights on the cost as Q “ Qf “ 10I3,
R “ 10, and T “ 15. The optimizations were solved using
TensCalc [11], a toolbox that generates efficient solvers
for large scale optimization problems.

Figure 1 shows a typical evolution of the norm of the
tracking error (2) for one of the agents, comparing both
algorithms, and showing that synchronization is achieved.

To illustrate Remark 1, we simulate various values of the
weight R in the control input for a particular time instant of
the simulation, comparing the cost from converged estimates
obtained from Algorithm 2 versus the optimal cost in (6).
Figure 2 confirms that the gap is small, and that in the
extreme cases (i.e., R “ 0 and R “ ρ, with ρ Ñ 8)
the estimates obtained from the 1-hop algorithm are indeed
optimal solutions to (3).
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the tracking error for a given follower agent
for each of the two algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Ratio between the cost from the converged estimated of the control
input using 1-hop neighbor information, and the optimal cost for various
values of the weighting matrix R.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented two distributed algorithms to estimate the
optimal control sequence obtained from a finite horizon
quadratic optimization, of the type found in model predictive
control problems for multi-agent coordination. The first al-
gorithm utilizes 2-hop neighbor information, and we showed
that it converges to the optimal solution under appropriate
assumptions on the optimization parameters. When only 1-
hop neighbor information is considered, a second algorithm
was proposed that can still be shown to converge, but
yields suboptimal results. The algorithms were compared
in simulation for a leader-follower model predictive control
problem. The simulations highlights that the optimality gap
for the second algorithm is small and in some cases zero.

Future work will address the inclusion of input and state
constraints on the optimization problem, extend the analysis
to general nonlinear models and cost functions, and deter-
mine an upper bound on the optimality gap for Algorithm 2.
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